OVERVIEW

(Numbers refer to Sections on other Panels)

1 Church Road Junction
In their application for Outline Planning Permission AXA describes modifications to the junction of Church Road (Sevington)
and the A2070, as follows:

WHY NOT INCLUDE THESE MODIFICATIONS AS PART OF THE J10a/A2070 SCHEME?

2 Barrey Road Junction
The inability to turn right out of Barrey Road has always been a problem - traffic wanting to go south has to go to J10 then
either go all the way around it or turn left onto Hythe Road and use local roads.
In the proposed scheme traffic will still have to turn left but only go a shorter distance to the “Y” roundabout. Also, to
facilitate traffic merging, HE has offered to amend the plans to include an acceleration lane.
However, - this will create new problems for traffic wanting to go south:
•

The Barrey Road exit will be less than 200 metres from the
northbound sliproad bypass lane on the “Y” roundabout

•

Traffic exiting Barrey Road will have to cross from the acceleration
lane to the right hand lane in order to be correctly positioned to
circumnavigate the “Y” roundabout.

•

Northbound traffic using the left lane to bypass the “Y” roundabout
will be travelling faster than traffic using the roundabout itself.

Consequently, the manoeuvre for southbound traffic exiting Barrey Road
will be no less dangerous than today (despite the reduced speed limits).

THE ONLY SAFE SOLUTION IS A SIGNALISED JUNCTION PROVIDING A RIGHT HAND TURN ONTO THE A2070

3 The “Y” Junction
Thoughts:
A.

Northbound Bypass Sliproad - Whilst useful for traffic heading to Willesborough and Kennington it will also encourage
London bound M20 drivers to use J10, rather than J10a, no matter what the signage says. (See Signage panel).

B.

Westbound Bypass Sliproad - This should be added to the scheme to facilitate routing traffic from J10 to J10a.

C.

Location - Should this junction be located further towards J10a?

D.

Stour Park - Could the “Y” junction and the access to Stour Park not be combined?

E.

Roundabout or Traffic Lights - If the Barrey Road junction gets traffic lights there will be no need for a roundabout
here?

4 Stour Park Access
The HE drawings simply show the junction with the proposed Stour Park development as “indicative”, whereas the AXA
drawings show a detailed layout (See below).

HE Drawing

AXA Drawing

It would seem reasonable that this junction be constructed at the same time as the link road - is this the intention?

5 The “Tesco Stretch”
The closure of the Folkestone facing sliproads on J10 will mean that traffic to/from Ashford and Kennington going
to/coming from Folkestone using the M20 will need to use J10a.
HE’s concept is that such traffic would use the new link road rather than the A20 “Tesco Stretch”.
•
•

For traffic coming from Folkestone this would more convenient as it would require less time on J10.
For traffic going to Folkestone it would be far less convenient, as shown in the diagram below:
The diagram illustrates that it would be much more
convenient for Folkestone bound traffic to use the “Tesco
Stretch” (green arrows) than the new link road (red
arrows).

There are two solutions:
•
•

Exclude the A20 from J10a (See Section 6)
Re-use the south facing sliproad at J10 (See Section 7)

Preferably, BOTH.

6 Junction 10a/A20
Part of the objective of the proposed scheme is to separate Local traffic from National traffic.
The proposed scheme includes the A20 in J10a - this will mean ALL A20
traffic will have to negotiate J10a, even if it is Local traffic that simply
wants to go to Tesco (see diagram to right).
It will inconvenience traffic travelling between the villages east of
Ashford (Mersham, Brook, Smeeth, Brabourne, Sellindge etc.) and
destinations such as Ashford, Kennington and Tesco.
HE has made assurances that their modelling has shown that this extra
traffic will not be a problem but why put unnecessary traffic on the
junction in the first place? Why not have the A20 bypass J10a completely (see diagram below).
Negative:
• A20 traffic to/from Folkestone will have to return to J10a via the Link Road BUT:
o Much Local traffic (e.g from Sellindge) will go south to Junction 11.
o The “Redundant” J10 Sliproads could be used (See Section 7)
Neutral:
• A20 traffic to/from London will have to use J10 to access the M20 (as at present).
Positive:
• Traffic from Ashford and Kennington directions requiring access to the M20 will not
use the A20 “Tesco Stretch”.

7 “Redundant” J10 Sliproads
HE’s proposed scheme removes the south facing sliproads at J10. Whilst it is understood that the proximity of the new
J10a precludes use of the sliproads as entry to/exit from the M20 they could be used to eliminate increased congestion on
Local roads, particularly the “Tesco Stretch” of the A20.
The existing Southbound sliproad roadbed (towards Folkestone) can be retained to provide a single lane that can be
merged into/become the left lane of the new off-slip at J10a.
Since most traffic using this will be heading for the M20 Folkestone bound, and there will be no connection to the A20,
there will be little need for changing lanes.

Will it work - is there room? - As the diagram below shows, there is plenty of room for this arrangement - plus, it will not
entail much additional work.

The Northbound sliproad (from Folkestone) could be treated similarly but the case is not as strong because:
•
•

It means keeping the traffic lights where the sliproad joins J10.
Using the new link road will be just as convenient.

Other Issues
Signage Strategy
HE makes much of its Signage Strategy; however, this ignores two things:
•

SATNAV - Many motorists now rely solely on SATNAVs (often with disastrous
consequences).
(For example: in this scheme London bound drivers heading north along the A2070
will likely be directed by their SATNAV to J10, not J10a, thus defeating the purpose
of J10a.)
•

Local Knowledge - Once drivers understand a road system they will work out
their own, easiest routes.
(A system must therefore persuade the drivers to use the intended routes by
making the other routes less convenient. This scheme fails to do that.)

Traffic Modelling
HE assures that the traffic modelling figures confirm that the scheme will work, but
have not supplied the figures - so:
•
•
•

What is the basis?
How old is the data?
What is the effect of incidents that close the M20 between J9 and J10?

Environmental/Safety
Factors include:
•
•
•
•

Air Pollution
Noise Pollution
Light Pollution
Routes for Emergency Vehicles

The Scheme
Improved road capacity is required to allow developments to the east of Ashford
(Sevington Development (Stour Park), Waterbrook and Finberry, in particular) to go
ahead.
The existing Junction 10 (which is both a crossroads for Local traffic AND access to
the M20 for National traffic) is at capacity and cannot support these developments.
Junction 10a is therefore being proposed.
One of HE’s selling points is that J10 will become the LOCAL crossroads and J10a will
become the NATIONAL motorway junction.
At first glance the scheme may seemed to have achieved this, but closer scrutiny
shows that HE’s plans have concentrated on the National element and largely
ignored the Local.
In many ways this is unsurprising because HE is responsible for National roads, and
probably doesn’t understand the requirements of Local road users.

In short:
The scheme may be good for National traffic.
The scheme is not good for Local traffic.

We must therefore seize this opportunity to put the case of the Local road users.
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